The following panel outlines the locations of the furniture elements for the Stage 1B portion of works.

**LEGEND**

- Smart pole w/ cycle loop
- Smart pole w/o cycle loop
- Cast iron tree grate
- City of Sydney street bench
- City of Sydney bin
- Barangaroo Ave. tree grate
- Existing Barangaroo Ave. Tree grate
- Bike rack (supplied by Crown Sydney)
- Raised planter seat
- Sandstone blocks
- Sandstone seats 1 & 2 seater
- Sandstone & timber seats
- Barangaroo bench
- Low sandstone seatwall
- Movable furniture
- New Hickson Park bin
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 5 + 6 hoops)
- City of Sydney bubbler w/dog bowl
- Handrail
- New Hickson Park tree grate
- Waterfront pole top light
- Hickson Park pole top light
- Stage 1A bench
- Sitting terraces
- Timber seat
- New waterfront tree grate (square)
- Timber baulk
- Waterfront bin
- Timber sitting terrace
- New waterfront tree grate (round)
- Concrete Seating (vehicle deterrent)
- City of Sydney vehical deterrent
- Sandstone Seating (vehicle deterrent)
FURNITURE PALETTE

The following images demonstrate the variety of furniture that is currently proposed for the public realm. The furniture has been selected partly as a continuation of the existing language and partly to re-enforce new characters. There are areas where planting and furniture has been combined to create moments and opportunities to sit and meet and to announce entries into the variety of different spaces.
The following diagrams illustrate the simple form of the proposed furniture and their respective locations.
FURNITURE TYPES

North Raised Planter Type A (With Backrest)

South Raised Planter Type A (With Backrest)
FURNITURE TYPES

- Timber Sitting Terrace
- Sandstone Sitting Terrace
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The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the location and character of the furniture for Watermans Quay.

KEY PLAN

LEGEND
- Smart pole w/ cycle loop
- Smart pole w/o cycle loop
- Cast iron tree grate
- City of Sydney street bench
- City of Sydney bin
- Raised planter seat
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 5 hoops)
- New Hickson Park tree grate
- Concrete seat (vehicle deterrent)

1:500
The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the location and character of the furniture for Barangaroo Avenue.

LEGEND
- Smart pole w/ cycle loop
- Smart pole w/o cycle loop
- City of Sydney street bench
- City of Sydney bin
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 5 hoops)
- Bike rack (supplied by Crown Sydney)
- New Hickson Park tree grate
- Sandstone seating (vehicle deterrent)
HICKSON PARK FURNITURE PLAN

The adjacent diagram, and accompanying images, demonstrate the character of the furniture for Hickson Park.

KEY PLAN

LEGEND

- Sandstone blocks
- Sandstone seats 1 & 2 seater
- Sandstone & timber seats
- Barangaroo bench
- Low sandstone seatwall
- Movable furniture
- New Hickson Park bin
- City of Sydney bike racks (set of 6 hoops)
- City of Sydney bubbler w/dog bowl
- Handrail
- New Hickson Park tree grate
- Hickson Park pole top light
- Sandstone seating (vehicle deterrent)